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SECTION SHOWING FAILED FULL 
BOND WITH COLD WORK AT 
EDGE OF LAND 2. (MAGNIFI-
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FAILURE OF LAND 3 AT A 
PLANNED DEFECT OF NON-
BOND. NO COLD WORK OF 
NICKEL 200 NOTED 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
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TEST PRESSURE - 500 PSI 
ELECTROFORMED NICKEL 
NICKEL 200 
FULL BOND ON LAND 2 
SHOWING NO FAILURE. 




FULL BOND ON LAND 5 
SHOWING START OF 
FAILURE AT EXTREME 
EDGE OF LAND. NO 
BULGE OCCURRED AT 
10,000 PSl PRESSURE. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED). 
NICKEL 200 
ELECTROFORMED FULL BONDS WITHOUT DEFECTS 
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6 AND II. 
TEST RESULTS ON ELECTROFORMED FULL BOND PANEL NO. 1 
FIGURE A-3 
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TEST PRESSURE-500 PSI 
ELECTROFORMED NICKEL 
NICKEL 200 
SECTION OF FULL BOND ON 
LAND 7 SHOWING NO SIGNS 
OF STRAIN OR FAILURE 
INITIATION. (MAGNIFICATION 
100X, REDUCED.) 
SAMPLE CODE NO. 10 ELECTROFORMED 
0" — 
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SAMPLE CODE NO. 10 ELECTROFORMED 
LAND NO 
NO FAILURE AT 9,500 PSI 
FAILURE PRESSURE ESTIMATED TO BE 
IN EXCESS OF 14,000 PSI BASED ON 
DATA FOR FULL BOND PANEL NOS. 
6 AND I I . 
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ELECTROFORMED NICKEL 
SECTION OF FULL BOND FROM LAND 2. 
THE INITIATION OF FAILURE IS EVI-
DENT AT THE EXTREME EDGE OF THE 
LAND WHERE THE INITIAL ELECTRO-
DEPOSIT HAS STARTED SEPARATING. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100X, REDUCED) 
NICKEL 200 
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NO FAILURE AT 14,000 PSI 
PRESSURE SEALS FAILED AT HIGHER 
PRESSURE. 
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SECTION SHOWING WEAK 
BOND ON LANDS OF THIS 
REFERENCE PANEL. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED). 
; ' NICKEL 200 
ELECTROFORMED NICKEL 
AREA ON LAND 7 OF 
TRANSITION FROM WEAK 
TO FULL BOND. THE 
FIRST LAYER OF 
ELECTRDFORM AT RIGHT 
SIDE OF VIEW IS 
WEAKLY BONDED. 
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ELECTROFORMED WEAK BOND - PATTERN 1 
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SAMPLE CODE NO. 2 (REFERENCE) V 
LAND NO. 1> 























BLACK AREAS ARE WEAK BONDS 
O'V 
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NOT SUBJECT TO DESTRUCTIVE 
TESTING BY PRESSURIZATION 
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SECTION OF AREA ON LAND 2 
HAVING PARALLEL FULL AND 
WEAK BONDS. NO VISIBLE SIGNS 
OF FAILURE NOTED. (MAGNI-
FICATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
ELECTROFORMED NICKEL 
ELECTROFORMED NICKEL 
FAILURE BULGE OVER LAND 5 
WHERE A FULL BOND EXISTED. 
FAILURE WAS IN INTERFACE 
OF ELECTROFORM LAYERS 
AND STARTED OVER LANDS 
6 AND 7. (MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 
NICKEL 200 
WEAK BOND REGION ON LAND 
7 WHICH FAILED. NOTE THE 
NICKEL 200 COLD WORK AND 
TRACES OF ELECTRODEPOSIT 
REMAINING ON BASEPLATE 
LAND. (MAGNIFICATION 
.00 X, REDUCED) 
BLACK AREAS ARE WEAK BONDS 
FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE II.OOOPSI 
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PLANNED WEAK BOND WHICH 
DID NOT FAIL DURING DE-
STRUCTIVE TESTING. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
FAILURE OCCURRED THROUGH 
FIRST ELECTROFORMED 
LAYERS ON FULL BOND SIDE 
OF LAND 7 AND ALONG THE 
INTERFACE OF THE ELECTRO-
DEPOSIT LAYERS. (MAGNI-
FICATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
ELECTROFORMED NICKEL 
NICKEL 200 
CONTINUATION OF THE ELEC-
TROFORMED LAYER FAILURE 
FROM LAND 7. (MAGNIFICA-
TION 100 X, REDUCED) 
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FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 15,000 PSI 
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NICKEL 200 
FULL BOND AREA ON LAND 2 
SHOWS SEVERE NICKEL 200 
DISTURBANCE. (MAGNIFI-
CATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
NICKEL 200 
WEAK BOND ON LAND 1 RUP-
TURED WITH SOME DISTUR-
BANCE OF NICKEL 200. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
NICKEL 200 
WEAK BOND ON LAND 5 WHICH 
DID NOT FAIL IN DESTRUCTIVE 
TEST. (MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
ELECTROFORMED WEAK BONDS - PATTERN 2 
0" — 
2 " — 
3" — 






















SAMPLE CODE NO. 8 ELECTROFORMED 
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/ 
LAND NO. / 
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FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 12,000 PSi 




Non-Standard Recording No Data Presented 
HNDT 
•Jf %. 
TEST PRESSURE-500 PSI 
19 
NICKEL 200 
LAND 1 FULL BOND AREA 
SHOWING FAILURE IN 
INTERFACE OF ELECTRO-
FORMED LAYERS. (MAGNIF-
ICATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
ELECTROFORMED NICKEL 
WEAK BOND FAILURE ON 
LAND 3 WITH SHEAR OF 
ELECTROFORM LAYER NEXT' 
TO FULL BOND. (MAGNIF-
ICATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
ELECTROFORMED NICKEL 
NICKEL200 
SECTION OF LAND 4 SHOWS 
WEAK BOND FAILING ALONG 
EDGE OF LAND AND FULL 
BOND IN CENTER STARTING 
TO FAIL. (MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 
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SAMPLE CODE NO. 9 (TEST) 
LAND NO. 
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FAILED REGION OUTUNE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 8 , 6 0 0 PSI 
























SECTION SHOWING PLANN 





NON-BOND FLAW LOCATED ON 
LAND 6. (MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 
ELECTROFORMED NICKEL 
NICKEL 200 
FULL BOND RUNNING PARALLEL 
TO A NON-BOND FLAW ON LAND 7 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
ELECTROFORMED NON-BOND PATTERN 1 
0"-
I" — 
2 " — 
3" — 
SAMPLE CODE NO. 7 (REFERENCE^ 
LAND NO. \ 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 \ 




SAMPLE CODE NO. 7 ELECTROFORMED 
LAND NO. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
NOT SUBJECT TO DESTRUCTIVE 
TESTING BY PRESSURIZATION 
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FULL BOND FAILURE ADJA-
CENT TO A NON-BOND ON 
LAND 4. BOND TORE ACROSS 






FULL BOND AREA IN REGION 
REMOTE FROM FAILURE. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) * 
ELECTROFORMED NICKEL 
NON-BOND JOINT IN FAILED 
REGION. NO NICKEL LAND 
DISTURBANCE NOTED, INDI-
CATING NO BOND. (MAGNI-
FICATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
NICKEL 200 






SAMPLE CODE NO. 12 
LAND NO. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 \ 




SAMPLE CODE NO. 12 ELECTROFORMED 
LAND NO. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Vi 
. % 
FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 4,000 PSI 
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25 
NICKEL 200 
NON-BOND ON LAND 2 
SHOWING NO NICKEL 
200 DISTURBANCE. 
(MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 
NICKEL 200 
NON-BOND SEPARA-
TION IN BULGE AREA 
OVER LAND 8. 
(MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 
NICKEL 200 
NON-BOND REGION 
IN UNFAILED AREA 










100 X, REDUCED) 
ELECTROFORMED NON-BONDS, PATTERN 3 \ 
0" — 
2 " — 
3 — 
SAMPLE CODE NO. 4 (TEST) 
LAND NO. 
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SAMPLE CODE NO. 4 ELECTROFORMED 
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LAND NO. % I 
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FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 8,500 PS I 
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TEST PRESSURE - 500 PSI 
27 
SECTION OF FULL BOND IN NON-
FAILURE REGION. (MAGNIFI-
CATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
A NON-BOND CONDITION IN A 
NON-FAILURE REGION. SE-
PARATION IS DUE TO STRESSING 
ALTHOUGH NO VISIBLE FAILURE 
OCCURRED. (MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 
SECTION SHOWING FAILURE OF 
NON-BOND. PARTIAL BOND AT 
LEFT EDGE CAUSED NICKEL 200 
DISTORTION. (MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 
• — ^ — — — • » — — m 
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BLACK AREAS ARE NON-BONDS 
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FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 5,500 PSI 
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U N F A I L E D F L A W 0 N L A N D 4 . 
NOTE THIN FULL BOND AREA 
IN MIDDLE OF THE LAND. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
NICKEL 200 
FAILED AREA ON LAND 7 WHERE 
FULL AND NON-BONDS WERE IN 
PARALLEL. DISTURBANCE OF 
NICKEL 200 INDICATES SOME 
WEAK BONDING OCCURRED. 




SECTION OF UNFAILED FULL 
BOND ON LAND 8 ADJACENT 
TO FAILURE BULGE. (MAGNI 
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ELECTROFORMED NON-BONDS - PATTERN 3 
V 
SAMPLE CODE NO. 14 > ^ 
N. 
LAND NO. 
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SAMPLE CODE NO. 14 ELECTROFORMED 
\ 1 
V I V 1 
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FAI IFD REGION UU 1 LHML" 
FAILURE PRESSURE 10,200 PSI 
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AREA OF FULL BRAZE BOND 
IN AN UNFAILED REGION. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
FULL BONDED SECTION IN 
FAILED REGION. NOTE THE 
BOND FAILURE OCCURRED 
THROUGH THE BRAZE LAYER. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
SECTION FROM THE LAND 
CONTAINING THE REFERENCE 
FLAW IN THE FAILED AREA. 
NOTE THE SPARSITY OF 
BRAZE. (MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 











BLACK AREAS ARE REFERENCE DEFECTS 
3" — 




LAND NO. \ 
I 2 3 4 5 6 
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FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 7,500 PSI 
TEST RESULTS ON BRAZED FULL BOND PANEL NO. 31 
FIGURE A-16 
32 
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33 
FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 9,200 PSI 
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PRESSURE-PSI 






FULL BRAZE BOND IN NON-
FAILED REGION. (MAGNIFI-
CATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
COPPER BRAZE 
NICKEL 200 
FAILURE OF FULL BRAZE BOND 
THROUGH THE BRAZE ALLOY. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
BRAZED FULL BOND WITHOUT DEFECTS 
0" — 
2" — 



















FAILURE PRESSURE 6,000 PS I 
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SECTION FROM LAND 2WHERE 
NO FAILURE OCCURRED. FULL 
BOND SHOWED STRAIN BUT 
REMAINED INTACT. (MAGNI-
FICATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
COPPER BRAZE 
NICKEL 200 
FAILED FULL BRAZE BOND IN 
THIS SECTION WAS LOCATED IN 
BULGED AREA ON LANO 5. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 












SAMPLE CODE NO. 35 
LAND NO. 
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FAILURE PRESSURE 7 ,000 PSl 
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FULL BOND ON LAND 2 SHOW-
ING NO FAILURE IN AN UN-
FAILED REGION. (MAGNIFI-
CATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
INCONEL 600 
FULL BOND ON LAND 4 SHOW-
ING STRAIN STARTING TO FAIL 
THE BRAZE. (MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 
INCONEL600 
BRAZE ON LAND 6 FAILING 
NEAR EDGE OF BULGE AFTER 
HYDROSTATIC TEST TO 
DESTRUCTION. (MAGNIFI-
CATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
NICKEL 200 





SAMPLE CODE NO. 45 
UNO NO. 
3 4 
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3J 
FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 8,600 PSI 
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SECTION FROM LAND 4 OF 
A PLANNED WEAK BOND AREA. 
SUFFICIENT BRAZE FLOW 
OCCURRED TO CREATE A 
FULL BOND. (MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 
INCONEl. GOO 
NICKEL 200 
A VIEW OF THE PLANNED 
REFERENCE DEFECT IN 
LAND 7 SHOWING CRACK 
PROPAGATION THROUGH 
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BRAZED WEAK BOND - PATTERN 1 \ 
SAMPLE CODE NO. 22 (REFERENCE) \ , 
\ 
LAND NO. 








































BLACK AREAS ARE PLANNED DEFECTS 
LAND 7 CONTAINS A REFERENCE DEFECT 
\ 
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2" — 
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LAND NO. \ 
I 2 3 4 5 | 6 7 8 
I 
NOT SUBJECT TO DESTRUCTIVE 
TESTING BY PRESSURIZATION 
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SECTIONS FROM FAILURE RE-
GION SHOWING BRAZE ALLOY 
DEFICIENCY AND SUBSEQUENT 
WEAK BOND. (MAGNIFICATION 




SECTION FROM DEFECT REGION 
SHOWING COMPLETE BRAZE FLOW 
AND NO FAILURE. (MAGNIFICATION 
100X, REDUCED) 
BRAZED WEAK BOND - PATTERN I 
0" — 
SAMPLE CODE NO. 24 
LAND NO. 
2 3 4 
2 " — 
3" — 
\ 0" — 
2" — 
BLACK AREAS ARE PLANNED DEFECTS 
LAND 7 CONTAINS A REFERENCE 
DEFECT 
SAMPLE CODE NO. 24 BRAZED 
LAND NO. 
2 3 4 5 6 
4"— 
FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 3,500 PS1 
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T E S T PRESSURE 2 0 0 PSI 
45 
SECTION FROM FAILED 
AREA ON LAND 3. THIS 
WAS A PLANNED FULL BOND 
REGION. THE BOND WAS 
WEAK AS EVIDENCED BY 
MINOR DISTURBANCE OF 
NICKEL 200 NEAR LAND 
EDGE. (MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 
AREA FROM LAND 4 NEAR 
EDGE OF FAILURE BULGE. 
BOND WAS WEAK BASED ON 
AMOUNT OF NICKEL 200 
TEARING NOTED NEAR THE 
LAND EDGE. (MAGNIFICA-
TION 100 X, REDUCED) 
THIS AREA FROM LAND 8 
WAS PLANNED AS A WEAK 
BOND. SUFFICIENT BRAZE 
FLOW OCCURRED TO CREATE 
A FULL BOND. (MAGNIFI-
CATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
BRAZED WEAK BOND-PATTERN 2 X ^ 
0" — 
SAMPLE CODE NO. 23 BRAZED 
LAND NO. 





SAMPLE CODE NO. 23 BRAZED 
, \ I 
J LAND NO. \ | 
I N * 1 ^ — 2 ^ N 3 4 5 6 7 l 8 
S
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BLACK AREAS ARE PLANNED DEFECTS 













FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 2,100 PSI 
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47 
INCONEL600 
EDGE OF WEAK BRAZE 
BOND AREA SHOWING 
FAILURE. THERE WAS 
NO SIGNIFICANT BULGE 







" S T C " - T " a ; 
COPPER BRAZE 
NICKEL 200 
FULL BRAZE BOND AREA 
SHOWING NO BOND FAILURE. 




SECTION OF THE REFERENCE 
DEFECT SHOWING BOND 
FAILURE. THISWASIN 
THE BULGED PORTION OF 
THE PANEL. (MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 
BRAZED WEAK BOND PATTERN 2 
0" — 
SAMPLE CODE NO. 28 
LAND NO. 
2 3 4 8 V 
3" — 
i n • n i n i 
' iHi 
BLACK AREAS ARE PLANNED DEFECTS 
LAND 5 CONTAINS A REFERENCE DEFECT 
0" — 
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FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 2,500 PSl 
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0 1000 2000 3000 4000 
PRESSURE-PSI 
HNDT 
TEST PRESSURE 100 PSI 
49 
SECTION SHOWING 
FAILURE WITH NO 
BRAZE PRESENT AND 
NO SUBSEQUENT NICKEL 
200 DISTORTION. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X. 
REDUCED) 
FULL BRAZE TACK 
BOND BETWEEN FAILED 
REGIONS OF NON-BOND. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
NICKEL 200 
FAILED REGION WHERE 
SOME BRAZE FLOW 
OCCURRED AND NICKEL 
200 LAND SURFACE 
DISTORTED. (MAGNIFI-
CATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
BRAZED WEAK BOND - PATTERN 3 
0 — 
2" 
SAMPLE CODE NO. 18 
LAND NO. x ^ 





BLACK AREAS ARE PLANNED DEFECTS 





































































FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 2 , 3 0 0 PSl 
TEST RESULTS ON BRAZED WEAK BOND PANEL NO. 18 
FIGURE A-25 
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51 
PLANNED NON-BOND AREA 
SHOWING SOME BRAZE FLOW 
WHICH INTERMITTENTLY 
TACK BONDED TO THE 
INCONEL COVERPLATE. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
INCONEL 600 
a m i 
FULL BRAZE BOND WHICH 
REMAINED INTACT AROUND 
THE OUTER MANIFOLD. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 









SAMPLE CODE NO. 17 
LAND NO. 
2 3 4 5 6 
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FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FA ILU RE PRE :ssi JRE 1.9 00 PSl 
TEST RESULTS ON BRAZED NON-BOND PANEL NO. 17 
FIGURE A-26 
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BRAZE CONT 'D 
Reproduced from 
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53 
INCONEL600 
DISBOND ADJACENT TO 
TACK BOND WHICH DID 
NOT FAIL IN DESTRUCTIVE 
TEST. (MAGNIFICATION 




SECTION OF BRAZE TACK 
BOND SHOWING START OF 
FAILURE. (MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 
INCONEL600 
• i^Mi Vs* wmwupi 
COPPER BRAZE 
NICKEL 200 
SECTION OF BRAZE TACK 
SHOWING FILLET AND NO 
FAILURE OF BOND. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
B R A Z E D NON-BOND P A T T E R N 
:*-






I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 V 
S o" — 
BLACK AREAS ARE PLANNED 
NON-BOND DEFECTS 
SAMPLE CODE NO. 26 BRAZED 
LAND NO. \ 
FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 1,000 PSI 
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SECTION OF BRAZE TACK 
BOND WHICH DID NOT FAIL 
ON LAND 1. (MAGNIFICA-
TION 100 X, REDUCED) 
NICKEL 200 
AREA SHOWING NON-BOND 
ON LAND 8 IN THE FAILED 
REGION. NOTE LACK OF 








SAMPLE CODE NO. 30 
LAND NO. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 




SAMPLE CODE NO. 
LAND NO. 
2 3 4 















































FAILED REGION OUTLINE" 
FAILURE PRESSURE 1,200 PSl 
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AREA NEAR TACK BOND ON 
LAND 5. SOME BRAZE FLOW 
EXPERIENCED, BUT FAILURE 
OCCURRED WITHOUT LAND 
DISTORTION. (MAGNIFICA-
TION 100X, REDUCED) 
NICKEL 200 
SIMILAR AREA ON LAND 6. 
NO BRAZE FLOWWAS NOTED. 
FAILURE OCCURRED OVER A 
NON-BOND REGION. (MAGNI-
FICATION 1D0 X, REDUCED) 









BLACK AREAS ARE PLANNED 
NON-BOND DEFECTS 
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FAILED REGION O U T L I N E -
FAILURE PRESSURE 5 0 0 PS 
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SECTION OF BRAZE TACK BOND 
WHICH DID NOT FAIL IN DE-
STRUCTIVE TEST. (MAGNIFI-
CATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
INCONEL 600 
REGION OF NON-BOND AT EDGE 
OF BULGE. NOTE ABSENCE OF 
BRAZE. (MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 
NICKEL 200 





SAMPLE CODE NO. 38 
LAND NO. \ 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 V 





SAMPLE CODE NO. 3 8 BRAZED 
LAND NO. 
I 2 3 5 6 7 8 
FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 1,000 PS I 
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SECTION SHOWING FULL 
DIFFUSION BOND. (MAGNI-
FICATION ;00 X. REDUCED) 
INCONEL600 
SECTION FROM REFERENCE 
DEFECT IN LAND 8. THE AREA 
SHOWN REPRESENTS A TYPICAL 
INTERMITTENT LACK OF BOND 
PRODUCED PURPOSEFULLY IN 
THIS PANEL. (MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 
NICKEL 200 





SAMPLE CODE NO. 40 (REFERENCE) 
LAND NO. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
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SAMPLE CODE NO. 40 DIFFUSION BONDED 
LAND NO. 
2 3 4 5 7 8 
n 
>'fc 
NOT SUBJECT TO DESTRUCTIVE 
TESTING BY PRESSURIZATION. 
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63 
NICKEL 200 
SECTION FROM LAND 4 SHOW 
ING A FULL DIFFUSION BOND 
IN A REGION OF NO FAILURE 
AFTER DESTRUCTIVE TEST. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
LAND 6 SHOWING FAILURE 
IN DESTRUCTIVE TEST BY 
TEARING THROUGH THE 
NICKEL ZOO. (MAGNIFICA-
TION 100 X, REDUCED) 









SAMPLE CODE NO. 19 
LAND NO. 
2 3 4 5 
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S A M P L E CODE NO. 19 D I F F U S I O N BONDED 
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FAILURE PRESSURE 13,200 PSI 
TEST RESULTS ON DIFFUSION FULL BOND PANEL NO. 19 
FIGURE A-32 
64 
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NICKEL 200 ai 
r 
FULL BOND ON LAND 5 SHOW-
ING HEAVY STRAIN AT EDGE 
OF LAND. (MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 
FAILED FULL BOND IN THE 
BULGED REGION OF LAND 8 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
NICKEL 200 








SAMPLE CODE NO. 27 
LAND NO. 
. 




SAMPLE CODE NO. 27 DIFFUSION BONDED 
% 
\ 
LAND NO. % 
I 2 3 4 5 16 7 8 
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FAILED REGION OUTLINE-
FAILURE PRESSURE 12,300 
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_ NICKEL 200 
FULL BONO ON LAND2AFTER * 
DESTRUCTIVE TEST. (MAGNI- ' 
FICATION iOOX, REDUCED) 
INCONEL600 
NICKEL 200 
A NON-FAILED REGION ON 
LAND 4 NEXT TO THE BULGE 
FORMED IN DESTRUCTIVE 
TEST. (MAGNIFICATION 
IOOX, REDUCED) 




SAMPLE CODE NO. 32 
LAND NO. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 











LAND NO. \ 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
\ ^VJ 
FAILED REGION OUTLINE-
FAILURE PRESSURE 15,400 
TEST RESULTS ON DIFFUSION FULL BOND PANEL NO. 32 
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TEST PRESSURE 1440 PSI 
69 
FULL DIFFUSION BOND IN 
UNFAILED AREA. (MAGNIFI-
CATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
COLD WORK OF NICKEL 200 
RESULTING FROM FAILURE 
OF FULL BOND IN THE 
BULGED AREA AFTER DES 
TRUCTIVE TEST. (MAGNIFI-
CATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
I 
1 







SAMPLE CODE NO. 37 
LAND NO. 










LAND NO. I 
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FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 14,000 PS! 















2000 3000 4000 
PRESSURE -PSI 
HNDT 
TEST PRESSURE 1380 PSI 
71 
NICKEL 200 JM 
SECTION FROM LAND 2 IN ^ B 
THE FAILURE REGION WHICH ^ H 
WAS PLANNED TO BE WEAK. ^ H 
SEVERE DISTURBANCE OF ^ B 
NICKEL 200 LAND AT RIGHT ^ H • 
EDGE INDICATES FULL BOND 
OCCURRED IN SOME AREAS. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
INCONEL600 
NICKEL 200 V 
SECTION FROM PLANNED ^ ^ 
WEAK BOND AREA OF LAND ^ 
4SH0WS FULL BONDING 
ACTUALLY OCCURRED. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
INCONEL600 
•x7: • • ' • • ; • - - . • '• 
NICKEL 200 
» ' • ' , * , ' • ' iS 
• 
_ » • 
FULL BOND SECTION FROM 
THE REFERENCE DEFECT ON 
LAND 8. (MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 








BLACK AREAS ARE PLANNED DEFECTS 








6 7 18 
LAND N O . \ 
2 \ 3 4 
sc 
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FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 7,000 PSI 




















TEST PRESSURE - 500 PSI 
73 
INCONEL600 
SECTION OF LAND 2 
SHOWING LACK OF 
DIFFUSION AS WAS 
PLANNED. (MAGNIFI-




SECTION OF LAND 3 
SHOWING LACK OF 
DIFFUSION AS WAS 
PLANNED. MAGNIFI-
CATION 100 X, RE-
DUCED) 
INCONEL600 
r NICKEL 200 
UPPER Ei\!D OF REF-
ERENCE DEFECT WITH 
INTERMITTENT BOND-
ING. (MAGNIFICA-
TION 100 X, REDUCED) 
INCONEL600 
NICKEL 200 




PLANNED FULL BOND 
AREA AS NOTED BY 
THE BOUNDARY LINE. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 
X, REDUCED) 
•s. DIFFUSION WEAK BOND-PATTERN 1 
0" — 
^ 
SAMPLE CODE NO. 48 DIFFUSION BONDED 
LAND NO. 
2 3 4 
2" 
BLACK AREAS ARE PLANNED DEFECTS 
LAND 8 CONTAINS A REFERENCE 
DEFECT 










6 7 8 
VL 
n I 
NOT SUBJECT TO DESTRUCTIVE 
TESTING BY PRESSURIZATION 
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TEST PRESSURE 1400 PSI 
75 
PLANNED WEAK BOND AREA 
ON LAND 1. HEAVY COLO 
WORK AT EXTREME EDGE OF 
LAND INDICATES A PARTIAL 
FULL BONDING OCCURRED. 





PLANNED FULL BOND AREA 
ON LAND 3 WAS ACCOMPLISHED 
AS EVIDENCED BYTHE FULL 
DIFFUSION. (MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 
INCONEL600 
NICKEL 200 
SECTION FROM REFERENCE 
DEFECT ON LAND 5 SHOWING 
AREGIONOF FULL BOND. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 




SAMPLE CODE NO. 34 
LAND NO. 
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BLACK AREAS ARE PLANNED DEFECTS 
LAND 5 CONTAINS A REFERENCE 
DEFECT 
0"-
SAMPLE CODE NO. 34 DIFFUSION BONDED 
\ 
LAND NO\ 
2 3 4 5 16 7 8 
3 — 






FAILED REGION OUTLINE ' 
FAILURE PRESSURE 7,800 PSI 


























PRESSURE - PSI 
HNDT 
TEST PRESSURE 1380 PSI 
77 
AREA OF FAILURE OF AN 
INTERMITTENT BOND ON 
LAND I. NICKEL 200 
DISTURBANCE IS NOT 
SEVERE, INDICATING A 






SECTION FROM REFERENCE 
DEFECT ON LAND 5. THE LACK 
OF METAL DISTURBANCE ON 
THE INCONEL CONFIRMS THAT 
DISCREET PLANNED FLAWS 
WERE PRODUCED. (MAGNIFI-




THE SMALL SEPARATION AT THE 
LAND EDGE ISTHE START OF A 
DIAGONAL FLAW ON LAND 7. 
THE VIEW IS REVERSED FROM 
THE PATTERN DUE TO THE 
DIRECTION OF VIEWING. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 




SAMPLE CODE NO. 29 
LAND NO. 




BLACK AREAS ARE PLANNED DEFECTS 
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FAILURE PRESSURE 8,800 PSI 
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PRESSURE -PSI 
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79 
NICKEL 200 
SECTION OF WEAK BOND ON 
LAND 1. DEFORMATION OF 
THE NICKEL 200 IS NOT 
SEVERE, INDICATING A 
WEAK BOND EXISTED IN THE 
FAILURE AREA. (MAGNIFI-
CATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
SECTION FROM THE REFER-
ENCE DEFECT PLANNED IN 
LAND 5, AND SHOWING THE 
MARGINAL BOND ACHIEVED 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
DIFFUSION WEAK BOND - PATTERN 3 
0" — 
I" — 
SAMPLE CODE NO. 43 
LAND NO. 















LAND NO. ! 
BLACK AREAS ARE PLANNED DEFECTS 
LAND 5 CONTAINS A REFERENCE 
DEFECT 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 8,000 PSI 
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PRESSURE -PSI 
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A PLANNED NON-BOND AREA 
ON LAND 1 WHICH ACTUALLY 
CONTAINED OCCASIONAL 
SPOTS OF DIFFUSED METALS. 




SECTION FROM THE PLANNED 
DIFFUSION TACK BOND ON 
LAND 2. COMPLETE DIFFUSION 
WAS ACHIEVED ON THE RIGHT 
PORTION OF THE LAND, BUT 
WEAK OR NON-BOND EXISTS ON 
THE REMAINING INTERFACE. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
D I F F U S I O N NON-BOND P A T T E R N \ 
0" — 





LAND NO. \ 


















LAND NO. / 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
/I 
L 
NOT SUBJECT TO DESTRUCTIVE 
TESTING BY PRESSURIZATION 
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TEST PRESSURE 1380 PSI 
83 
SECTION FROM LAND 1 
SHOWS SOME NICKEL 200 
DISTURBANCE WHICH INDI 
CATES BONDING OCCURRED 
IN A PLANNED NON-BOND 
REGION. (MAGNIFICATION 




SECTION FROM LAND 4 
ADJACENTTO FAILURE AND 
SHOWING BOND WHICH OC-
CURRED WHERE NO BOND 
WAS PLANNED' (MAGNIFI-
CATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
1NCDNEL600 
NICKEL 200 
SECTION OF PLANNED FULL 
BOND ON LANDS. (MAGNIFI-






DIFFUSION NON-BOND PATTERN 
0" — 












4 " — 
\ 1 
SAMPLE CODE NO. 41 DIFFUSION BONDED 
I 
LAND NO. J 
\ 









FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
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FAILURE PRESSURE 12,000 
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85 
LAND 2 AT A POSITION OF 
PLANNED TACK BOND. NO 
FULL BOND OCCURRED AS 
THERE IS NO DISTURBANCE 
OF THE NICKEL 200. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
REGION OF A PLANNED NON- . 
BOND ON LAND 6. SUCH A 
CONDITION WAS ACHIEVED 
AS NO DIFFUSION LAYER 
HAS EVIDENT ON THE INCO-
NEL600OR NICKEL 200 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
NICKEL 200 
DIFFUSION BONDED AREA 
ON LAND 8. LACK OF FAIL-
URE OF BOND ALL ALONG 
THIS LAND INDICATED SOME 
DEGREE OF BONDING TOOK 
PLACE, EVEN THOUGH UN-
PLANNED. (MAGNIFICATION 
100 X, REDUCED) 








SAMPLE CODE NO. 42 
LAND NO. X 




SAMPLE CODE NO. 42. DIFFUSION BONDED 
» • 
LAND NO.\ ! 
I 2 3 8 
\ 
n fc 
FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 4 0 0 PSI 
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TEST PRESSURE 50 PSI 
87 
NICKEL 200 
SECTION OF LAND 2 WHICH 
SHOWS THAT PLANNED NON-
BOND WAS NOT FULLY ACH-
IEVED AS EVIDENCED BY 
DISTURBANCE OF THE NICK-
EL 200 LAND SURFACE. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
INCONEL600 
f NICKEL 200 
LAND 4 IN THE UNFAILED 
AREA WHICH SHOWS A BOND 
IN A REGION OF PLANNED 
NON-BOND. SOME TRACE 
OF DEFECTIVE BONDING 
(SMALL VOIDS) EXISTS. 
(MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
DIFFUSION NON-BOND PATTERN 
SAMPLE CODE NO. 44 
LAND NO. 






BLACK AREAS ARE PLANNED 
NON-BOND DEFECTS 










FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 8,750 PS I 
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. J . NICKEL 200 
* ' - • . ' . ' \ 
•-——*""^  * 
VIEW OF NON-BOND AREA ON 
LAND 2 IN THE REGION OF 
FAILURE IN DESTRUCTIVE 
TEST. SLIGHT DISTURBANCE 
OF NICKEL 200 INDICATES 
SOME WEAK BONDING OCCUR-
RED. (MAGNIFICATION 100 X, 
REDUCED) 
INCONEL600 
SECTION FROM LAND 7 IN A 
PLANNED NON-BOND REGION. 
BONDING OCCURRED AND NO 
FAILURE RESULTED DURING 
DESTRUCTIVE TEST. (MAG-
NIFICATION 100 X, REDUCED) 
DIFFUSION NON-BOND PATTERN 
0 — 
3" — 
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FAILED REGION OUTLINE 
FAILURE PRESSURE 5,500 PS! 
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TEST PRESSURE 1400 PSI 
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